Startling Surprises at Every Step (Scarlet Heart/ Time to Love) 步步惊心 by Tong Hua (BE) By yingniang on September 24, 2014 It would have been better if we never met, then we wouldn't have fallen for each other

Tong Hua's “The Cage of Love” Releases New Stills ... Many of Tong Hua’s works have enjoyed critical acclaim, and its television adaptations, notably Bu Bu Jing Xin, achieved international popularity. With the support of the Bu Bu Jing Xin team, the high production values of The Cage of Love have also become a selling point for the series.

Fans translating the Bu Bu Jing Xin internet novel!: cha ... Some extremely dedicated fans have taken on the daunting task of translating into English Tong Hua’s uber popular internet novel Bu Bu Jing Xin, which has been adapted into a very slick-hitting drama to air this summer. Anyone interested should check out this website, where the first chapter has been posted, for progress updates.

Discussion and Summary of Bu Bu Jing Xin the Novel | A ... I've been waiting for the drama-adaptation of Tong Hua’s internet time-travel novel Bu Bu Jing Xin since it started filming last year, but it (happens) as the last but one time-travel drama delayed till this fall. One thing I've got is other dramas are my radar.

Scarlet Heart Chinese Drama - Fanatical - Fangirling Chinese Novels Bu Bu Jing Xin, roughly translated as Startling by Each Step, or also known as Scarlet Heart not sure where that English name came from thought is a traditional Chinese drama adapted from a very popular novel written by renowned author, Tong Hua.

Tong Hua’s “The Cage of Love” Releases New Stills ... A sad chinese music video by Guang Liang

Bu Bu Jing Xin – Written by Tong Hua (2) Tong Qi Gong Zhi – Three Lives Three Worlds Series (2) Bodha's Trial (2) Wrong Carriage Right Groom by Xi Juan (1) Chinese Dramas (1) Uncategorized (3)

Books by Tong Hua (Author of Bu Bu Jing Xin/步步惊心)

Tong Hua has 48 books on Goodreads with 9072 ratings. Tong Hua's most popular book is Bu Bu Jing Xin/步步惊心.

Startling Surprises at Every Step, also known as Bubu Jingxin (Chinese: 步步驚心), was Tong Hua's debut novel.
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